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Kolkata is a heaving metropolis of over 15 million. People gravitate towards the city looking
for work and it is surrounded by some of the
most economically disadvantaged areas in
India. Furthermore, extensive business development is taking place on the edges of the
city, which presents both opportunities and
risks. Families will be displaced and land, a
major source of income for generations of
farmers, will be sold to developers. How this
will affect Kolkata is being closely watched by
government, business and the NGO community, including Future Hope.
The children in Future Hope come from very
different backgrounds. Most are forced onto
the streets through a combination of economic hardship and broken homes. Many
have suffered abuse at the hands of their parents or other adults. During the day, children

roam the streets earning a meager living and
at night many can be found sleeping in the
main railway stations of Kolkata - Howrah and
Sealdah. Some street children, though destitute, remain with their families on the streets
and so have some protection. It is on those
who are truly alone that Future Hope focuses
its efforts.
Inspired by founder Tim Grandage’s success,
Friends of Future Hope set up trusts in the
United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Hong
Kong to support his vision. This year the
Swiss-based association Future Hope Switzerland was launched with a successful fundraising event, the “Indian Family Day”, on
September 17, 2011 in Zurich. Tim attended
the event and talked about Future Hope, its
successes and challenges. Here is his story.
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Tim’s Story
I started Future Hope in 1987. At the time
I was working for HSBC Bank as a Branch
Manager in Kolkata. I first made contact with
street children when I became friendly with
a group who looked after my car. Through
meeting and talking with them I became
aware of their problems and needs.
Soon I had moved a group of children into my
own flat and was taking care of their most
pressing medical and other needs. I soon
discovered that the street children of Kolkata
gravitated to the main stations of Howrah and
Sealdah where many of the children at Future
Hope still come from. The original children
lived in cramped accommodations and slept
on the floor. Today, Future Hope has eight
homes where the children have their own
space, study in peace and reap the benefits
of a stable life.

complete its next major project, the Future
Hope School and Sports Foundation, and
has over the last seven years bought about
16 acres of land in an area near the airport.
This project is to be developed over the next
ten years.
Currently some 70 staff members work for
Future Hope. Each of our homes has a parent who supervises the daily running of his
or her particular home and provides a stable
and calm environment for the children. They
are supported by a small back office team and
directors of finance, projects and education.
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Future Hope started its own school in 1998.
It has grown steadily and now operates at full
capacity with 250 pupils from kindergarten to
grade 12. They study either the Delhi Board or
the National Open School and then go on to
university or directly to the workplace. There
is a beautiful library, a reading room catering
for children who do not have parents to read
with them, a computer room, and an area for
arts and crafts. Music, both Indian classical
and western, is very popular. The school also
takes day scholars who come from the slums
but are desperately poor. The school recently
built a science laboratory and has finally run
out of space.
Sports, rugby in particular, plays a major role
in the organization. It is through sport that
Future Hope has been able to develop discipline and a sense of purpose in many of their
children. Children of Future Hope have played
sport at the highest levels, winning national
honors representing India in rugby. With this
in mind Future Hope is now working hard to
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Joydev’s Story
Joydev was born in a tiny fishing community on the border
with Bangladesh. When he was five, he started begging
with his father, a ‘gunga’ (deaf and dumb), in a nearby village. Once Joydev went exploring and got on a bus that
drove off to Kolkata. When he was discovered, he was
shooed out in Malda. He does not know how he found his
way to the station or how he got on a train bound for Howrah, the largest station in Kolkata. What he remembers is
the emptiness, fear, loneliness and hunger.
Joydev is gentle and shy, but a great survivor. Soon he
was invited to join a gang of street children he saw playing
at the station. When someone from Future Hope visited
Howrah Station late at night he discovered a wide-eyed
and scared little boy sleeping on the platform. He gathered Joydev and several other children and took them to
a flat in the southern part of Kolkata where many others
were already asleep on the floor.
Joydev thrived in the safe environment. He thrived on the
schooling that was offered to him, the food he ate and the

sports he played. He was so shy that he never stood out
until one day someone asked him to sing a song. He sang
so beautifully everyone
wanted to get to know him. This
.
gave him confidence. Soon he was doing well at school,
passing exams and gaining self-esteem.
Joydev continued to work hard and after completing his
grade 12 (A levels) he joined a local five-star hotel as an
apprentice. In the first two weeks he learned to chop onions, which he did for eight hours a day. Then he learned
to chop meat and vegetables. For the first six months his
life revolved around chopping things, but he worked hard
and never complained. Within a year he had been given
a permanent job at the hotel and was working in the coffee shop kitchen. Soon he received another promotion
and was put in charge of making pizza in an open kitchen
where customers could watch him. The hotel recently
sent Joydev to one of their properties in Dubai where he
works in the kitchen preparing western food. He is an example of Future Hope’s achievements.

